Abstract-This paper concerns two fundamental issues in video shots retrieval: key frame identification and similarity measurement between the key frames. We propose a simple key frame extraction algorithm based on optical flow. The algorithm emphasizes the motion extremum in the shot. Color histograms in HSV color space are adopted to describe the content of the extracted key frames and a new model is proposed to measure the similarity between the key frames from different shots. Preliminary experiments have shown that the proposed method outperforms existing ones in retrieving sport video shots.
I. INTRODUCTION
The proliferation of multimedia content for both entertainment and professional services in the recent years has fueled the ever increasingly demand for efficient retrieval of the content. While technologies for text-based information retrieval is becoming mature and research in image retrieval is progressing at a fast pace, video retrieval still remains challenging due to the huge amount of data involved in any meaningful video indexing and matching. Much research is desired before we could have video sequences retrieved as efficiently as the nowaday retrieval of text information.
In video retrieval, video indexing and matching are two key technologies. Video sequences are generally segmented into a series of shots either manually or automatically by means of boundary identification [8] , [14] , [15] , [16] , each shot is composed of a group of correlative frames, referred as GOF. The shots are further summarized into a compact representation for indexing and matching.
There are two general approaches to summarizing a shot: color histogram based and key frame based. A commonly used color histogram based approach is the alpha-trimmed average color histogram which captures the statistical information of all frames in a GOF [3] . Its variants can be found in [4] , [17] . In key-frame based approach, a natural idea is to consider the first, middle, and/or last frame as the shot's key frames [12] without exploring any motion information in the shot. In [9] , [13] , motion-based analysis has been employed for picking up more representative key frames. Especially, [13] computed the optical flow of each frame, and then, used an intuitionistic motion function to locate the key frames where the motion function has its minima.
Although the color histogram approach ignores the motion information contained in a shot, it is an effective statistical representation of the image content for matching. A mixture of the color histogram and key frame extraction would take the advantages of both approaches. The color histograms of the extracted key frames are expected to be more representative. The distance of the color histograms between query key frames and data key frames can be adopted to define the similarity between the query shot and data shots. As we know, the distance function usually has a quadratic form, O(N 2 ) of complexity for two N -dimensional color histograms. Though this can be improved to O(N ) at best, some additional expenses are necessary, such as the pretreatment by diagonalizing the quadratic form. Hence, it is essential to reduce the computation when the similarity metric is applied to video retrieval.
Inspired by [13] , we propose in this paper an improved algorithm to extract key frames of a GOF by analyzing its optical flows. The algorithm emphasizes the motion extremum in the shots. Color histogram in HSV color space is adopted to describe the content of the extracted key frames and a new geometric representation of similarity model has been present.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a review of the optical flow method used in this paper. Section 3 describes the steps of key frame extraction. Section 4 discusses the similarity model in detail. Preliminary experimental results on the retrieval of sport video shots are shown and analyzed in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.
II. REVIEW OF OPTICAL FLOW
An optical flow is the distribution of apparent motion of brightness patterns between two images. Many methods have been proposed in the past [1] . In this paper, we adopt the wellknown Lucas-Kanade's algorithm which is based on spatial and temporal gradients.
A. The Gradient Constraint Equation
Let the function f = I(x, y, t) be the image brightness at point is differentiable and the change of brightness over time for each point is constant, i.e.
Notice that x and y also can be regarded as the function of t respectively, by the chain rule for differentiation we have the gradient constraint equation [5] :
Where
Equation (2) has two variables about the optical flow − → v = (µ, ν). To solve it, more constraints about the two variables are required.
B. Lucas And Kanade's Algorithm
Lucas and Kanade's algorithm [10] , [11] is based on a weighted local least square. It assumes that the (µ, ν) is constant for an small enough region D and minimizes
where p ∈ D is the pixel point and W(x) is the weighted function. For n points p i ∈ D at time t, let
and
By the derivative of (6) with respect to µ and ν, the − → v = (µ, ν) T is given by
Obviously, I T W 2 I is a 2 × 2 matrix and equals to
III. EXTRACTION OF KEY FRAMES The proposed method to extract key frames from a GOF consists of three main steps.
A. Compute Optical Flow
Assume that the given GOF has N + 1 frames. N optical flow fields {G 1 , · · · , G N } will be computed by Lucas-Kanade's algorithm.
B. Define Motion Function
Define the motion function M (i) for G i as,
where i = 1, · · · , N and P is the total number of pixel points in G i .
C. Select Key Frames
Scan the curve M (i) from 1 to N about i, then key frames are found at places where the motion function M (i) has its global maximum and minimum. D. An Example Fig. 1 illustrates an example GOF taken from a volleyball video sequence. The corresponding motion function, M (·), and the extracted key frames are shown in Fig. 2 .
IV. SIMILARITY MEASUREMENT
In this section, we present a new model to measure the similarity between the key frames extracted from a query shot and data shots by using color histogram of the key frames in hue-saturation-brightness (HSV) color space since HSV color space often outperforms RGB color space in many applications [7] due to its improved perceptual uniformity.
A. Quantize HSV Cone Space
Video sequences are often stored in the standard red-greenblue (RGB) color space. Let (r(x, y), g(x, y), b(x, y) ) be a triple to represent the color in RGB color space for the pixel point at (x, y). We convert RGB color space into HSV color space through the following equations [6] : 
where
.
The (h, s, v) is the color triple in HSV color space. Notice that the HSV color space is always treated as a cone [2] : the Cartesian coordinates (sv cos h, sv sin h, v) mapped from (h, s, v) can be used to measure color in human vision. In this paper, a 3D Cartesian coordinate system with 20 values for X (the hue), 3 values for Y (the saturation), and 3 values for Z (the brightness) is used to quantize the HSV cone space.
B. Construct Color Histogram
For B = 20 × 3 × 3 = 180 color bins, assume that the key frame's size is W × H and c(x, y) denotes the color triple (h, s, v) at (x, y), then the color histogram of the key frame is calculated:
where 
The B-dimensional vector
describes the color distribution of the key frame.
C. Build Similarity Model
The purpose of the similarity model is to measure how similar of two color histograms, F and K, which can be decomposed into the similarity between bins in the same histogram and bins from two different histograms. 
1) Distance Between Bins in One Histogram
Let d max = max (i,j) {d ij }, then d ij is normalized as:
2) Distance Between Bins in Two Histograms: Let
Without loss of generality, we consider the following two cases for any given i and j, where i = j ∈ {1, · · · , B}.
• Case 1: As shown in Fig. 3 , the area of the trapezoid f i f j k i k j denotes the distance of the four bins of the two histograms:
It is obvious that the trapezoid become a degenerate triangle when • Case 2: As shown in Fig. 4 , let the intersect point be o.
In this case, we determine the distance as follows:
where o ⊥kifi denotes the vertical line segment from point o to k i f i and o ⊥fj kj denotes the vertical line segment from point o to f j k j . According to the geometric relationship, we have
So that
(32) 3) Total Distance Between Two Histograms: Assume that the i-th bin corresponds to the interval (X, Y, Z) in the HSV cone space. The distance of the i-th bin between two histograms, D i , is defined as the average of its conjoint bins. Now, the total distance between two color histograms F and K is given as:
Obviously, the best match result for the query is the one with the smallest total distance.
V. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Performance indicators
To evaluate the performance of the proposed method for the retrieval of video shots, the average normalized modified retrieval rank (ANMRR) and the average recall (AR), which were developed in [18] , are chosen as the benchmark indicators. The value of ANMRR determines the rank of the correct shots unretrieved and the value of AR determines the rate of the correct shots retrieved. The lower the value of the ANMRR, the better the performance. In contrast, the higher the value of the AR, the better the performance.
Let {q 1 , · · · , q S } denote the set of the query shots. For any q i , the set G(q i ) denotes the ground truth shots and
denotes the value of the threshold, where is the number of the elements in the set . Then the set R(q i ) denotes the items correctly retrieved in the top K qi results. So the value of the AR and the ANMRR are calculated as:
where for g m ∈ G(q i ), the Rank(g m ) equals to the order in the top
B. Experimental results
98 pre-cut sport video shots were used for test. These shots were extracted from the video sequences of volleyball, basketball and tennis matching. Table I shows the ANMRR and AR values for the proposed method and the method with the extraction of key frames described in [13] and the quadratic form metric. It can be seen that our method achieved better performance. 
Compare equation (38) with equation (13), we can see that the latter has a geometric description about the magnitude of the optical flow field and considers a well-balanced relative relation between pixel points. In addition, because the optical flow only approximates the actual motion, we believe that not only the minimum but also the maximum of the motion function carries important information about the shots, whereas [13] ignored the maximum. In addition, the computational complexity of the proposed similarity matching is in the order of O(N ).
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have proposed an algorithm based on motion and color information for video shot retrieval. Generally speaking, A huge database is more convictive when the ANMRR and the AR are adopted to evaluate the performance of the retrieval. For this reason, our future work will focus on testing the proposed algorithm using a large video database and further improving its performance.
